
Fast Dry Glove Hanger

AF10602 Glove Hangers
Order 1-25 $7.95/ea.
Order 26-49 $6.95/ea.
Order 50 & Up $5.95/ea.

Keeps expensive coats organized and
dry! Gear dries quicker because air circu-
lates better inside the garment, allowing
fabric-fibers to dry faster. Specify
open or closed hook
style. Ship wt. 1 lb.

AF072 Coat Hangers
Order 1-25 $7.95/ea.
Order 26-49 $6.95/ea.
Order 50 & Up $5.95/ea.

Dry gear
faster!

Wet/Dry Hangers
One-piece corrosion-resistant plastic construction.
Perfect for turnout coats, pants, and equip-
ment. Prevents gear and equipment from
fraying, while allowing for full ventilation
and drying and eliminates pressure
points and wrinkles. AC533
holds 30 lbs., AC534 holds 50
lbs., AC535 holds 50 lbs.
Ship. wt. 1 lb.

Each Dozen
AC533 Small Wet/Dry Hanger N/A $60.95
AC534 Medium Wet/Dry Hanger $24.95 $284.95
AC535 Large Wet/Dry Hanger $24.95 $284.95

BG216 HangAir Gear Dryer $39.95

The HangAir dries turnout gear in hours. This gives you the
opportunity of several uses of a dry suit throughout the day. The
secret is a high-powered waterproof fan which pushes 120 cubic
feet of dry air per minute through your suit as it hangs on a wide
shoulder hanger. An added benefit is that the quick drying
process retards the development of bad odors. The HangAir is
molded from an incredibly tough plastic resin. When not in use,
the cord can be stowed underneath the wing.

HangAir Gear Dryer

Helmet Holder

AM002 Helmet Holder $8.95

Unique sturdy wire gauge construction relieves pressure from
ratchet band as helmet sits securely on top. Allows interior parts
to dry out fast and conveniently. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

Fast Dry Coat Hanger
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Keeps expensive gloves organized and dry!
Geardries quicker because air circulates better
inside the garment, allowing fabric-fibers to 
dry faster. Specify open or closed hook style.
Ship wt. 1 lb.

AS431 - Cool Draft Blue™ has an 18" fan, pump base and cooler.
168 watts, 120v, 1.45 amps, 3-speed. The Cool Draft Blue™ can
cool an area up to 200 square feet for approximately five hours. It
has a 10 gallon water reservoir tank and includes a 25 foot outdoor-
rated power cord with integrated GFCI. The Cool Draft Blue™
mist pump is rated for one gallon per minute output housed in a
heavy-duty enclosure with power cut-off tip switch. Fan assembly
includes a white powder-coated fan mounted to a yoke that is
attached to the pump enclosure. The patented hub increases the
air flow from the fan and releases mist in the "Sweet Spot" of the
fans air stream. The mist hub has four .012 nozzles. One extra 
nozzle and two plugs also included. Designed for sporting, 
commercial and industrial use. Total required amps for fan and
mist pump: 2.15 amps. Cooler & Fan dimensions: 42”H x 24”W.

More products like this
Hazmat (p244 - 262)

Ventilation (p117 - 120)

Cool Draft Blue™ Misting Fan

AS431 Cool Draft Blue™ $609.95
BH028 Cool Draft Blue™ with Adjustable Cart $724.95

BH028 - Same as AS431 but with fan mounted to a yoke that is
attached to the top of the adjustable cart. Total required amps for
fan and mist pump: 2.15 amps.

BH028

AS431

15' power cord attached to 
a universal power 100-240 vac 
wall adapter
Safe, low-voltage 12v fan for safety
Steel hook supports up to 100 lbs.
120 cfm high-power fan
Tough, non-corroding resin 
and steel construction
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